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Abstract

We investigate how to address the shortcomings of the pop-
ular One-Class Collaborative Filtering (OCCF) methods in
handling challenging “sparse” dataset in one-class setting
(e.g., clicked or bookmarked), and propose a novel graph-
theoretic OCCF approach, named as gOCCF, by exploiting
both positive preferences (derived from rated items) as well
as negative preferences (derived from unrated items). In cap-
turing both positive and negative preferences as a bipartite
graph, further, we apply the graph shattering theory to deter-
mine the right amount of negative preferences to use. Then,
we develop a suite of novel graph-based OCCF methods
based on the random walk with restart and belief propaga-
tion methods. Through extensive experiments using 3 real-
life datasets, we show that our gOCCF effectively addresses
the sparsity challenge and significantly outperforms all of 8
competing methods in accuracy on very sparse datasets while
providing comparable accuracy to the best performing OCCF
methods on less sparse datasets. The datasets and implemen-
tations used in the empirical validation are available for ac-
cess: https://goo.gl/sfiawn.

Introduction
Collaborative filtering (CF) is one of the popular recommen-
dation methods that uses the similarity between users’ past
behaviors such as explicit user ratings (i.e., multi-class set-
ting) or implicit click logs (i.e., one-class setting) (Adomavi-
cius and Tuzhilin 2005; Cremonesi, Koren, and Turrin 2010;
Sarwar et al. 2001). A group of CF methods particularly
well suited to handle the one-class setting are known as
the one-class collaborative filtering (OCCF) method (Pan
et al. 2008). In recent years, the interest of the one-class
setting has grown substantially and several OCCF methods
have been proposed (Pan et al. 2008; Pan and Scholz 2009;
He and McAuley 2016; Hu, Koren, and Volinsky 2008;
Sindhwani et al. 2010; Rendle et al. 2009; Yao et al. 2014;
Ning and Karypis 2011; He et al. 2016; Volkovs and Yu
2015). In general, the one-class setting presents two chal-
lenges: (1) one-class setting (e.g., clicked or bookmarked)
has inherently less information to capture a user’s taste
than multi-class setting (e.g., 1-5 star rating); (2) datasets
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Figure 1: Accuracy of an OCCF method per sparsity.

in one-class setting are often more sparse than those in
multi-class setting (Pan et al. 2008; Pan and Scholz 2009;
Yao et al. 2014).

Despite their success, however, these OCCF methods tend
to become less effective in dealing with sparse dataset with
many unrated items. To demonstrate this challenge, for in-
stance, consider Figure 1, where the accuracy (in terms of
mean reciprocal rank (MRR)) of WRMF (Pan et al. 2008),
a popular OCCF method, rapidly drops as the degrees of
sparsity of MovieLens 100K and Watcha datasets (We will
elaborate this sparsity issue in more detail in a later section.
See Table 4 and Figure 8). Therefore, the goal of this work is
to improve existing OCCF methods in handling quite sparse
datasets.

We note, in particular, that the recently proposed zero-
injection1 (Hwang et al. 2016) successfully addressed the
sparsity problem in multi-class setting by finding the so-
called uninteresting items (U-items in short) that users have
not rated yet but are unlikely to like even if recommended.
The zero-injection identifies θ% of U-items as additional
negative preferences to exploit, and injects “0” rating to the
identified U-items in a user-item matrix. Encouraged by the
success of the zero-injection in multi-class setting, first we
simply applied it to one-class setting. However, we found
that a naive application of the zero-injection poses two new
challenges: (1) the recommendation accuracy in one-class
setting is very sensitive to the parameter θ, which is not
the case in multi-class setting; (2) the accuracy of the zero-
injection is still inferior to those of existing OCCF methods
specifically customized for one-class setting.

1Note that the zero-injection itself is not an OCCF method but
a type of a value imputation method.



To address the challenges of the one-class setting and
zero-injection, we propose a novel graph-theoretic OCCF
approach, named as gOCCF, that exploits both positive pref-
erences (i.e., interesting items, I-items) from rated items as
well as negative preferences (i.e., U-items) derived from un-
rated items. Note that this approach converts the one-class
setting to the binary-class setting with both positive and neg-
ative preferences. Furthermore, gOCCF eliminates the use
of θ needed in the original zero-injection by determining the
effective number of U-items to use via graph shattering the-
ory (Appel et al. 2009) and the property of information prop-
agation in a graph.

In addition, to model such binary-class information in
a graph, we propose two methods: (1) to model it as two
graphs independently, taking each of positive and negative
preferences separately; (2) to model it as a single signed
graph, taking both positive and negative preferences to-
gether into account. Finally, gOCCF employs the extended
versions of random walk with restart (RWR) (Shahriari
and Jalili 2014; Fouss et al. 2007) and belief propagation
(BP) (Yedidia, Freeman, and Weiss 2003; Jang et al. 2016)
to come up with the final recommendation results.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We demonstrate the limitations of the recently-proposed
zero-injection method in handling the one-class setting.

• We design a novel graph-theoretic gOCCF that captures
both positive and negative preferences of a user by means
of I-items and U-items in graphs. gOCCF is easy to im-
plement (i.e., less than 100 lines code required) on top of
existing CF methods.

• We discuss how to determine a right number of U-items
(i.e., making gOCCF parameter free) by considering the
degree of interestingness for items, graph shattering the-
ory, and the property of information propagation.

• We validate the effectiveness of gOCCF via extensive ex-
periments using three real-life datasets: (1) Utilization of
U-items significantly improves the recommendation ac-
curacy of existing graph-based CF methods; (2) gOCCF
consistently and universally outperforms all of 8 compet-
ing methods in accuracy on very sparse datasets.

Preliminary Results
We first demonstrate the issues that arise when naively
applying the state-of-the-art zero-injection (Hwang et al.
2016) to one-class setting rather than multi-class setting.
We performed the experiments using CiteULike, a real-
world academic literature dataset in one-class setting (See
Table 2 in experimental section). As an evaluation, we per-
formed top-N recommendations and used the five measures
such as precision, recall, normalized discounted cumula-
tive gain (nDCG) (Järvelin and Kekäläinen 2000), mean re-
ciprocal rank (MRR) (Voorhees 1999), and half-life utility
(HLU) (Breese, Heckerman, and Kadie 1998).

We applied the zero-injection to two popular CF meth-
ods (i.e., SVD based CF (Cremonesi, Koren, and Turrin
2010) and PMF based CF (Salakhutdinov and Mnih 2007)).
We compared their accuracies with that of a popular OCCF
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Figure 2: Accuracy in one-class setting: SVD and PMF with
varying degree of zero injection, and WRMF without zero
injection.

method, WRMF (Pan et al. 2008), to validate whether
the zero-injection has a meaningful effect in one-class set-
ting too. Due to space limitations, Figure 2 only shows
nDCG@10 and MRR of top-N recommendations by the two
CF methods with a diffrent degree (θ)2 of the zero-injection
and those by WRMF. We increased θ by 1% during the range
of 1-10% and by 10% during the range of 10-49%.

Note that (1) similar to multi-class setting, the zero-
injection also helps significantly improve the accuracy of CF
methods in one-class setting; (2) accuracies of CF methods
exploiting the zero-injection are very sensitive to parameter
θ, which determines the number of U-items used in the zero-
injection, in one-class setting; (3) accuracies of CF meth-
ods exploiting the zero-injection are no better than that of a
popular OCCF method, WRMF, targeting at one-class set-
ting. Therefore, blindly applying the state-of-the-art zero-
injection to one-class setting will not necessarily improve
the accuracy over popular OCCF methods.

Proposed Approach
To address the challenges of one-class setting and zero-
injection, we propose a novel graph-theoretic OCCF ap-
proach, named as gOCCF, that exploits both I-items and U-
items, modeled as a bipartite graph G of users and items.
Further, G with the links between users and I-items are
called a positive graph, G+, and G with the links between
users and U-items are called as a negative graph, G−.

Our proposal consists of five steps as follows (Figure 3):
(1) we construct a preference matrix P = (pi,j)m×n ∈
{0, 1}m×n of m users and n items such that pi,j = 1 if a
user i rated an item j, and pi,j = 0 otherwise; (2) using P,
next, we predict the degree of “interestingness” of items on
which users have not rated; (3) we determine the U-items
per user by jointly considering the degree of interestingness,
graph shattering theory, and information propagation; (4) we
model the relationships between the newly derived U-items
and users, and those between I-items and users from the so-
cial network analysis perspective; (5) finally, we analyze the
modeled graph using social network analysis methods and
determine top-N recommendations.

2When θ=0, the zero-injection degenerates to the original CF
method without utilizing U-items.
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Figure 3: Overview of gOCCF.

Inferring the degree of interestingness
We employ a popular OCCF method, WRMF (Pan et al.
2008), in the same way as the zero-injection to predict the
degree of interestingness on unrated items3. To do this,
we use a preference matrix P and a weight matrix W =

(wi,j)m×n ∈ [0, 1]
m×n. We create W by assigning the

weights that quantify the relative contribution to the values
in P. For rated items with pi,j = 1, we assign the high-
est value of 1 (i.e., wi,j = 1) because user i directly ex-
pressed an opinion for an item j. For unrated items with
pi,j = 0, we assign the weights between 0 and 1 using the
user-oriented scheme4 proposed in WRMF (Pan et al. 2008).
Finally, we approximate P by performing the weighted alter-
nating least squares (wALS) method (Srebro and Jaakkola
2003), decomposing P into two low-rank matrices U and
V (representing the features of users and items as latent
factors, respectively) while optimizing an objective func-
tion: L(U, V ) =

∑
i,j wi,j{(pi,j −UiV

T
j )2 +λ(‖Ui(·)‖2F +

‖Vj(·)‖2F )}, where Ui and Vj indicate the i-th row of U, and
the j-th row of V, respectively. In addition, ‖(·)‖F denotes
the Frobenius norm and λ is a regularization parameter for
preventing overfitting.

In order to factorize P, WRMF first assigns random val-
ues to elements in V, and updates elements in U as fol-
lows: ∀1 ≤ i ≤ m: Ui(·) = Pi(·)W̃i(·)V {V T W̃i(·)V +

λ(
∑

j wi,j)L}−1, where W̃i(·) is a diagonal matrix with the
elements of Wi(·) on the diagonal, and L is an identity ma-
trix. After that, WRMF updates elements in V while fixing U
as follows: ∀1 ≤ j ≤ n: Vj(·) = PT

(·)jW̃(·)jU{UT W̃(·)jU +

λ(
∑

i wi,j)L}−1. We optimize the objective function by re-
peatedly computing both Ui(·) and Vj(·) until U and V con-
verge.

3In our comparison of various OCCF methods, we found that
WRMF has the best accuracy.

4It relies on the intuition that as a user rates more items, she is
more likely to dislike unrated items.

Finally, we approximate matrix P̂ = (p̂i,j)m×n ∈
[0, 1]

m×n by calculating an inner product of U and V.
We point out that the accuracy of WRMF deteriorates

as dataset becomes sparse. However, note that we employ
WRMF to tackle the problem of choosing U-items rather
than that of predicting I-items. The problem of choosing U-
items among relatively many candidates (i.e., unrated items)
is much easier than that of accurately predicting I-items with
only a few correct answers. In our experiment using CiteU-
Like, we found that the error rate is only 0.15%, which cap-
tures how many real I-items are selected as U-items (i.e.,
mis-classified) by WRMF.

Determining the number of U-items without θ
Next, to avoid the sensitive accuracy to θ that determines the
number of U-items to use in zero-injection, we determine a
right number of U-items by exploiting the degree of inter-
estingness previously computed. First, we can construct a
negative graph G− by gradually increasing the number of
selectable U-items, and then find the best performing nega-
tive graph G− by measuring the accuracy of recommenda-
tion. In general, however, the search space for the number
of U-items is too high. In MovieLens, for instance, there are
1.5M unrated items (i.e., user-item pairs) among which U-
items can be chosen. Therefore, it is prohibitively expensive
to find the number of U-items with the best accuracy by per-
forming a target recommendation algorithm on every nega-
tive graph G− for a given dataset (i.e., dataset and algorithm
dependent).

Therefore, we aim to determine the number of U-items in-
dependently from datasets and recommendation algorithms.
We first examine each graph G− by analyzing graph proper-
ties such as topological properties and information propaga-
tion. We consider k (unrated) user-item pairs with the lowest
degree of interestingness as negative links and model them
as a single bipartite graph. In this case, starting from 10, k
doubles until negative links reach 90% of unrated user-item
pairs.
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Figure 4: ShatterPlot for G+ and G−.
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Figure 5: Topological properties for G+ and G−.

(1) Topological property. We employ the graph shatter-
ing theory (Appel et al. 2009) that introduces a “shattering
point” at which the connectivity of a graph becomes seri-
ously collapsed as links are continuously removed in a ran-
dom way. ShatterPlot is a tool for visualizing the process of
generating the shattering point. By continuously removing
links of a graph, this plot shows the changes in the topolog-
ical properties of a graph. Figure 4.(a) shows a ShatterPlot
for effective diameters that change as links are randomly re-
moved from a real positive graph G+ generated by Movie-
Lens. A vertical line indicates the shattering point.

We examine the change in the topological properties of
negative graphs G− while adding links in the inverse order
of degree of interestingness (Figure 4.(b)). Depending on the
number of links that are added (i.e., their density), we divide
graphs G− into four regions5: extremely sparse region (ES-
region), shattered region (S-region), real graph region (R-
region), and dense region (D-region). D-region represents a
set of graphs much more dense thanG+, R-region does a set
of graphs similar to G+ in density, S-region represents a set
of graphs where shattering starts, and ES-region represents

5We will analyze the property of information propagation of
negative graphs G− by using the distribution of PageRank scores
for each graph. Note that it is difficult to see those for 18 nega-
tive graphs (for MovieLens dataset). We thus analyze the property
per region after grouping the graphs with similar density into one
region and selecting a representative graph of each region.
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Figure 6: Information propagation for G+ and the represen-
titive graphs in the four regions of G−.

a set of graphs where shattering becomes much more severe,
making a graph extremely sparse.

Figure 5 shows the topological properties of the negative
graphs divided into the four regions accordingly, where we
note6 (1) all ShatterPlots for negative graphs G− have the
shattering points (in particular, the effective diameters have
a sharp and clear spike at the shattering point); (2) graphs
G− of R-region with the number of links similar to that of
G+ have very similar topological properties to G+. In par-
ticular, a graph G− with the number of links equal to that of
G+ (shown by ‘x’ around 105 in the figure) shows the most
similar property.
(2) Information propagation. In this paper, we provide rec-
ommendation by performing graph-based methods on a real
positive graph G+ and a negative graph G−. They analyze
the information propagation of a given graph and then pro-
vide recommendations based on the analysis result. Thus,
the effect of further use of G− appears when information
propagation of G+ can be changed by that of G−.

Therefore, we attempt to find a region of negative graphs
G− that can change the information propagation of G+ by
analyzing each region using PageRank scores known to best
characterize the aspect of information propagation. To do
this, we first select a representative graph for each region as
follows: (1) the graph with the fewest links for ES-region,
(2) the graph corresponding to the shattering point for S-
region, (3) the graph with the number of links same as that
of the real positive graphG+ for R-region, and (4) the graph
with the largest number of links for D-region.

6The same trend was observed in Watcha and CiteULike.



Figure 6 shows PageRank scores7 of G+ and the repre-
sentative negative graph G− of each region in MovieLens8.
From Figure 6, we identify the following observations:

• The distribution of the scores for ES-region and S-region
shows that only a small number of nodes (i.e., 0.89%
for ES-region and 4.63% for S-region) receive negative
scores and the remaining nodes have no negative scores
at all. Even if information propagation shown in Fig-
ures 6.(b) and (c) is additionally exploited, it is difficult
to change the existing propagation because there is a very
small number of nodes having negative scores that can
change the positive scores of G+.

• The distribution of scores for D-region shows that most
nodes (i.e., 67.18%) receive very similar negative scores.
Even if information propagation shown in Figure 6.(e)
additionally exploited, it is difficult to change the exist-
ing propagation because most of negative scores that can
change the positive scores of G+ have similar values.

• R-region shows a power law-like distribution with a few
hub nodes, similar to a real positive graph G+. If infor-
mation propagation shown in Figure 6.(d) additionally ex-
ploited, the existing propagation seems to have significant
changes because the negative scores with various values
influence the positive scores of G+.

These results show that a negative graph G− with the
same number of links as a real positive graph G+ has
the topological properties most similar to G+, and enables
meaningful changes in the information propagation of G+

when G+ is used in conjunction with G−. Therefore, we
propose to model G− by selecting as many U-items as I-
items inG+. In this section, however, we only show thatG−
of R-region can help change the information propagation of
G+ compared to other regions. In other words, we have not
confirmed yet whether this change really helps improve rec-
ommendation accuracy. In the experimental section, there-
fore, we confirm that the information propagation changed
by our G− is actually useful to achieve higher accuracy.

Graph-based recommendation
The proposed approach so far enables to transform a dataset
in one-class setting to one in binary-class setting with both
U-items and I-items. To model such binary-class informa-
tion as undirected graphs, we consider two methods: (1)
two separate graphs are modeled by independent consid-
eration of positive and negative links; (2) a single signed
graph is modeled by taking both positive and negative links
together into account. After modeling the graphs, we can
perform recommendation by exploiting various graph-based
methods. However, since most existing methods are based
only on links with positive weights, we extend two popu-
lar methods, random walk with restart (RWR) (Fouss et al.
2007) and belief propagation (BP) (Yedidia, Freeman, and
Weiss 2003), to consider both positive and negative links
(i.e., binary-class setting) with opposite meanings.

7We set damping factors of PageRank to 0.85 in all cases.
8The same trend was observed in Watcha and CiteULike.

Table 1: Propagation matrices for BP

(a) ϕ(+)
ij for positive links (b) ϕ(−)

ij for negative links

aaaaaaaa
vi’s state

vj’s state
Interesting Uninteresting

aaaaaaaa
vi’s state

vj’s state
Interesting Uninteresting

Interesting 0.5+β 0.5-β Interesting 0.5-β 0.5+β

Uninteresting 0.5-β 0.5+β Uninteresting 0.5+β 0.5-β

(1) RWR based. We perform RWR separately on each graph
consisting of only one type of links (Shahriari and Jalili
2014), and compute both positive and negative RWR scores
for nodes as follows: ~r(+) = αw(+)~r(+) + (1 − α)~t and
~r(−) = αw(−)~r(−)+(1−α)~t, where ~r(+) and ~r(−) represent
the positive and negative ranking vectors of all nodes, re-
spectively, and w(+) and w(−) are normalized weight matri-
ces built based on positive and negative links, respectively;
α is a damping factor, and ~t is a personalization vector rep-
resenting the target nodes to be restarted. Next, we compute
the final RWR scores of nodes by taking the difference be-
tween positive and negative RWR scores:

~r = ~r(+) − ~r(−) (1)

We finally recommend top-N items that are most preferred
by the target user, based on the calculated ranking vectors.
(2) BP based. Similar to RWR, we first perform BP
separately on each graph consisting of only one type of
links. BP infers the state of a node in a graph by computing
the belief score of the node through exchanging messages
between nodes. The message is a node’s opinion about its
adjacent node’s possibility of being in a specific state. In
our case, the states of a node are binary – i.e., interesting
or uninteresting. For positive and negative graphs, the
message sent from one node to its neighbor is repre-
sented as a vector and computed as follows: m(+)

ij (σ) ←∑
φ
(+)
i (σ′)ϕ

(+)
ij (σ′, σ)

∏
k∈N(i)\j m

(+)
ki (σ) and m

(−)
ij (σ)

←
∑
φ
(−)
i (σ′)ϕ

(−)
ij (σ′, σ)

∏
k∈N(i)\j m

(−)
ki (σ), where

m
(+)
ij (σ) (resp. m(−)

ij (σ)) denotes the message from vi to
vj , saying vi’s belief about vj’s likelihood of being in state
σ for G+ (resp. G−). The message from vi to vj is made up
with the product of the message from vi’s adjacent nodes
except vj (N(i) \ j), where N(i) represents a set of vi’s
adjacent nodes. φ(+)

i (σ′) (resp. φ(−)i (σ′)) is an observed
prior state that represents the probability of vi being in state
σ′ for G+ (resp. G−), and ϕ(+)

ij (σ′, σ) (resp. ϕ(−)
ij (σ′, σ))

represents the probability of vj being in state σ when its
adjacent node vj is in state σ′ for G+ (resp. G−). The
propagation matrices ϕ(+)

ij and ϕ
(−)
ij can be given as in

Table 1 where 0 < β << 1.
Message passing repeats until a change in message scores

becomes below a given threshold. Afterward, for positive
and negative graphs, the belief score is computed as fol-
lows, respectively: b(+)

i (σ) = k
∏

j∈N(i)(+) m
(+)
ji (σ) and

b
(−)
i (σ′) = k

∏
j∈N(i)(−) m

(−)
ji (σ′), where b(+)

i (σ) (resp.

b
(−)
i (σ′)) represents the probability that a node i will be



Table 2: Dataset statistics

Datasets # users # items # user-item
pairs Sparsity

MovieLens 943 1,682 100,000 93.69%
Watcha 1,391 1,927 100,000 96.98%
CiteULike 5,551 16,980 210,504 99.82%

interesting (resp. uninteresting) to a target user using G+

(resp. G−); N(i)(+) (resp. N(i)(−)) refers to a set of adja-
cent nodes to node i inG+ (resp.G−). We compute the final
belief score of each node by using the difference between
positive and negative belief scores for the node as follows:

bi(σ) = b
(+)
i (σ)− b(−)i (σ′) (2)

Finally, we recommend top-N items that a target user likes
the most, based on the final belief scores.

We further suggest a way to perform BP on a signed
graph that contains both positive and negative links to-
gether. In this case, message passing between nodes accord-
ing to positive and negative links is performed as follows:
mij(σ) ← (1)

∑
φi(σ

′)ϕ
(+)
ij (σ′, σ)

∏
k∈N(i)\j mki(σ

′)

if i and j are connected by positive links; or (2)∑
φi(σ

′)ϕ
(−)
ij (σ′, σ)

∏
k∈N(i)\j mki(σ

′) if i and j are con-

nected by negative links, where ϕ(+)
ij (resp. ϕ(−)

ij ) represents
the propagation matrix applied to G+ (resp. G−); N(i) de-
notes a set of adjacent nodes to node i in the signed graph.
The computation of the belief score for a node vi’s probabil-
ity of being in state σ is as follows:

bi(σ) = k
∏

j∈N(i)

mji(σ) (3)

Finally, we recommend top-N items that a target user likes
the most, based on the final belief scores.

Empirical Validation
Experimental Settings
(1) Datasets. We use 3 real-life datasets: MovieLens,
Watcha, and CiteULike. As both MovieLens and Watcha
contain movie ratings of 1-5 range (i.e., multi-class set-
ting), we convert their 1-5 ratings into 1 (i.e., one-class set-
ting), as popularly done in other OCCF researches (Ren-
dle et al. 2009; He et al. 2016; Volkovs and Yu 2015;
Ning and Karypis 2011). CiteULike contains only implicit
feedback, thus is originally in one-class setting. Table 2
shows the details.
(2) Evaluation. We perform top-N recommendations and
employ five measures of Precision, Recall, nDCG (Järvelin
and Kekäläinen 2000), MRR (Voorhees 1999), and
HLU (Breese, Heckerman, and Kadie 1998) to evaluate the
accuracy of recommendations using 5-cross validation.
(3) Competing methods. We compare gOCCF with 1
baseline and 8 state-of-the-art methods to verify its ef-
fectiveness. As the baseline, we first compare ours with
a non-personalized method using item popularity, called
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Figure 7: Accuracy of separateRWR and signedBP accord-
ing to the number of U-items.

MostPopular. Second, we compare ours with two graph-
based methods: RWR (Fouss et al. 2007) and BP (Yedidia,
Freeman, and Weiss 2003). Third, we compare ours with
two zero-injection (Hwang et al. 2016) added CF meth-
ods: SVD ZI (Cremonesi, Koren, and Turrin 2010), and
PMF ZI (Salakhutdinov and Mnih 2007). Lastly, we com-
pare ours with four OCCF methods: WRMF (Pan et al.
2008), BPRMF (Rendle et al. 2009), GBPRMF (Pan and
Chen 2013), and SLIM (Ning and Karypis 2011). We use the
implementations of those methods – i.e., SVD ZI, PMF ZI,
WRMF, BPRMF, GBPRMF, and SLIM – in the open-source
MyMediaLite (Gantner et al. 2011), Graphchi (Kyrola, Blel-
loch, and Guestrin 2012), and Librec (Guo et al. 2015) and
employ their best performing parameter settings in each
dataset. gOCCF includes the following three variants: (1)
separateRWR: our RWR method using two separate graphs
using Eq. (1); (2) separateBP: our BP method using two sep-
arate graphs using Eq. (2); (3) signedBP: our BP method us-
ing a signed graph using Eq. (3).
(4) Parameter settings. The optimal parameter settings of
gOCCF methods were determined by our extensive exper-
iments. The details are as follows: (1) separateRWR: the
number of iterations and the damping factor are 5 and
0.85, respectively. (2) separateBP: φ(+)

i (σ = interesting)9

is 0.9 if u has evaluated i and 0.5 otherwise. φ(−)i (σ =
interesting) is 0.4 if i is U-items of u, and 0.5 otherwise.
(3) signedBP: φi(σ = interesting) is 0.9 if u has evaluated
i, 0.4 if i is U-items of u, and 0.5 otherwise. In separateRWR
and separateBP, the number of iterations and β of propaga-
tion matrices (Table 1) are set as 5 and 0.0001, respectively.

Experimental Results
(1) Effectiveness of our U-item decision. We first conduct
an experiment to verify whether a negative graph G− mod-
eled by our decision method helps improve recommendation
accuracy. Figure 7 shows top-N recommendation accuracies
of separateRWR and signedBP according to the number of
U-items in MovieLens (Due to space limitations, we omit
the results for separateBP.). The vertical line shows the num-
ber of links in a real positive graph G+ and the horizontal
line shows the accuracy of the original RWR and BP with-

9We present only the value for interesting because that for the
uninteresting can simply be computed as 1−value(interesting)



Table 3: Accuracy of graph-based methods before and after
exploiting U-items

Metrics MovieLens

separateRWR separateBP signedBP

P@10 0.302 (9.2%) 0.309 (7.2%) 0.370 (28.2%)
R@10 0.171 (8.2%) 0.164 (10.9%) 0.210 (42.1%)
nDCG@10 0.352 (7.3%) 0.365 (5.7%) 0.438 (27.0%)
MRR 0.584 (2.5%) 0.604 (1.9%) 0.679 (14.6%)
HLU 43.894 (2.8%) 47.195 (1.4%) 55.980 (20.3%)

Watcha

separateRWR separateBP signedBP

P@10 0.113 (10.8%) 0.124 (13.2%) 0.151 (38.3%)
R@10 0.107 (9.6%) 0.113 (13.4%) 0.142 (41.9%)
nDCG@10 0.136 (9.9%) 0.152 (13.2%) 0.190 (41.8%)
MRR 0.295 (7.1%) 0.329 (10.8%) 0.391 (32.0%)
HLU 14.288 (7.7%) 17.448 (20.4%) 23.012 (58.8%)

CiteULike

separateRWR separateBP signedBP

P@10 0.122 (21.0%) 0.112 (26.9%) 0.091 (2.9%)
R@10 0.199 (13.5%) 0.162 (26.4%) 0.131 (2.4%)
nDCG@10 0.202 (18.2%) 0.175 (29.9%) 0.138 (2.3%)
MRR 0.326 (14.0%) 0.295 (21.0%) 0.247 (1.3%)
HLU 21.257 (23.0%) 19.323 (33.3%) 14.680 (1.2%)

out using the idea of U-items. The results show that all of
our methods with two separate graphs and a signed graph al-
ways have the best accuracy when they use negative graphs
G− belonging to R-region. In particular, they provide the
highest accuracy when having the same number of negative
links as that of positive links. As such, in subsequent exper-
iments, we set the number of negative links as the same as
the number of positive links.

In Figure 7, other regions excluding R-region show dif-
ferent trends per graph modeling. For separate graphs (Fig-
ure 7.(a)), ES-region and S-region exhibit reduction in ac-
curacy, while D-region shows little difference from origi-
nal RWR in accuracy. In particular, S-region seems to have
wrong information propagation as a graph shatters and the
connectivity of the graph collapses. In D-region where most
of items have similar negative RWR scores in separateRWR,
the scores have little effect on the final scores. For the signed
graph (Figure 7.(b)), unlike separate graphs, both ES-region
and S-region show little difference from original BP in ac-
curacy, but D-region shows a large drop in accuracy. This is
because only a small number of negative links are added in
both ES-region and S-region. In D-region, as many negative
links are added, the scores of most items are dominated by
such negative links.
(2) Accuracy of graph-based methods exploiting U-
items. We conduct an experiment to confirm whether the
utilization of U-items in existing graph-based methods helps
improve recommendation accuracy. To do this, we compare
the accuracies of graph-based methods before and after ex-
ploiting U-items. We employ two testing item sets for com-
parison: all items and long-tail items – i.e., items with only
a few ratings excluding p popular items (p = 100 for Movie-
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Figure 8: Accuracy of gOCCF methods and WRMF per
sparsity.

Lens and Watcha, and p = 1, 452 for CiteULike) that have
30% of total ratings in each dataset. Table 3 shows the results
in all items setting (Due to space limitations, we omit the
results for long-tail items, which are consistent with these
in Table 3.). We confirm that utilizing U-items in gOCCF
is effective in improving the accuracy significantly. This re-
sult is consistently shown in all measures and all datasets
used. Furthermore, for both separateRWR and separateBP,
Table 3 shows that accuracy improves as datasets become
more sparse (See the data sparsity shown in Table 2). For
signedBP, both MovieLens and Watcha show a significant
improvement while CiteULike shows a relatively small im-
provement. Through these experiments, we conclude that
our gOCCF family utilizing U-items significantly improves
the accuracy of existing graph-based methods and is also ro-
bust even for highly sparse datasets.
(3) Comparisons with the state-of-the-art methods.
We perform an experiment to compare the recommenda-
tion accuracies among: (1) a baseline method, (2) three
zero-injection methods, (3) four OCCF methods, and (4)
three gOCCF methods. Table 4 shows the results us-
ing three datasets10. First, in the most dense MovieLens,
signedBP outperforms all other methods except WRMF and
GBPRMF. In the more sparse Watcha, however, signedBP
outperforms all other methods. Finally, in CiteULike with
the real one-class setting, separateRWR and separateBP of
gOCCF outperform all the other methods. It also shows that,
as a dataset becomes more sparse, the accuracy reduction
of competing methods grows much larger than that of our
gOCCF.

Since MovieLens is relatively dense compared to the typ-
ical datasets in one-class setting, we performed the same ex-
periment by adjusting the sparsity of MovieLens. Figure 8
shows the results of measuring the accuracy of WRMF and
gOCCF, adjusting the sparsity of MovieLens to 99.95%,
99.90%, 99.50%, and 99.00%. Note that despite the increase
of sparsity, gOCCF maintains its lead over WRMF. In other
words, gOCCF is robust to such a sparse dataset because it
gathers sufficient information via both U-items and I-items,
and further helps densify a user-item rating matrix. This ten-
dency repeats in all other measures and in the experiment
with Watcha.

10In CiteULike, as SLIM crashed with out-of-memory, we omit
it from the experiment.



Table 4: Accuracy of 7 competing methods and gOCCF methods

Metrics MovieLens

MostPopular SVD ZI PMF ZI WRMF BPRMF GBPRMF SLIM separateRWR separateBP signedBP
P@10 0.222 0.365 0.343 0.393 0.368 0.385 0.337 0.302 0.309 0.370
R@10 0.113 0.203 0.198 0.222 0.215 0.220 0.194 0.171 0.164 0.210
nDCG@10 0.250 0.424 0.389 0.460 0.435 0.454 0.396 0.352 0.365 0.438
MRR 0.453 0.652 0.589 0.689 0.679 0.692 0.630 0.584 0.604 0.679
HLU 30.600 51.971 42.921 56.132 54.731 56.747 49.097 43.894 47.195 55.980

Watcha

MostPopular SVD ZI PMF ZI WRMF BPRMF GBPRMF SLIM separateRWR separateBP signedBP
P@10 0.090 0.141 0.137 0.146 0.120 0.121 0.123 0.113 0.124 0.151
R@10 0.085 0.134 0.136 0.140 0.110 0.115 0.117 0.107 0.113 0.142
nDCG@10 0.108 0.170 0.165 0.182 0.181 0.150 0.152 0.136 0.152 0.190
MRR 0.253 0.346 0.335 0.375 0.376 0.305 0.328 0.295 0.329 0.391
HLU 11.860 18.181 16.884 21.077 21.929 17.299 17.453 14.288 17.448 23.012

CiteULike

MostPopular SVD ZI PMF ZI WRMF BPRMF GBPRMF SLIM separateRWR separateBP signedBP
P@10 0.012 0.043 0.034 0.045 0.092 0.049 - 0.122 0.112 0.091
R@10 0.029 0.044 0.037 0.049 0.140 0.078 - 0.199 0.162 0.131
nDCG@10 0.023 0.055 0.044 0.062 0.136 0.066 - 0.202 0.175 0.138
MRR 0.050 0.117 0.073 0.133 0.240 0.132 - 0.326 0.295 0.247
HLU 1.527 5.899 4.489 7.198 12.754 4.005 - 21.257 19.323 14.680

Related Work

Most OCCF methods view all unrated items as negative
preferences (i.e., all missing as negative (AMAN) concept)
in two camps (He et al. 2016): (1) whole-data based learn-
ing (e.g., WRMF) (Pan et al. 2008; Pan and Scholz 2009;
Hu, Koren, and Volinsky 2008; Sindhwani et al. 2010;
Yao et al. 2014; He et al. 2016; Volkovs and Yu 2015) and (2)
sample based learning (e.g., BPRMF) (Rendle et al. 2009;
Pan and Chen 2013; Rendle and Freudenthaler 2014). The
whole-data based learning determines the probability that
a user’s unrated item is a negative preference. Next, the
sample-based learning samples negative items randomly or
by a specific criterion (e.g., popularity). However, they only
exploit the rated items to sample negative items among un-
rated items or determine probabilities of unrated items being
negative items. Therefore, if a dataset is sparse (i.e., only a
few rated items in a user-item matrix), it becomes difficult
to sample the proper negative items or determine the right
probabilities for being negative items.

To alleviate this data sparsity problem, on the other hand,
several data imputation methods (Ma, King, and Lyu 2007;
Hwang et al. 2016) have been proposed in multi-class set-
ting. They first predict the ratings for the items that were
not evaluated, and densify the dataset by filling the pre-
dicted ratings in a user-item matrix. In particular, zero-
injection (Hwang et al. 2016) finds an individual user’s
U-items among unrated items and imputes zero values as
their ratings. However, as demonstrated earlier, for one-class
datasets, zero-injection suffers from lower accuracy than ex-
isting OCCF methods and the sensitivity for the number of
U-items.

Conclusions
To address the sparsity issue in one-class setting, we pro-
posed a novel graph-theoretic gOCCF that utilizes the con-
cept of uninteresting items (i.e., U-items). To further al-
leviate the zero-injection’s shortcomings in one-class set-
ting, gOCCF includes a parameter-agnostic method to deter-
mine a right number of U-items by considering the degree
of interestingness for unrated items, graph shattering the-
ory, and property of information propagation. We also pre-
sented three extended variations, separateRWR, separateBP,
and signedBP, based on RWR and BP, to provide accu-
rate recommendation. From comprehensive experiments, we
demonstrated that gOCCF outperforms all existing OCCF
methods in accuracy on sparse datasets. Applied to CiteU-
Like, for instance, gOCCF improves nDCG@10, MRR, and
HLU by up to 48%, 36%, and 67% over the best-performing
BPRMF, among existing OCCF methods.
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